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3Passenger car Heavy dutyMotorcycleAvailable for

TreatmentsPetrol system

Universal Fuel System Cleaner                     80137

A high grade fuel system cleaner, fuel stabilizer, corrosion inhibitor 
and friction modifier for both petrol and diesel!

Petrol Injector Cleaner            80001

Cleans injectors and combustion chamber and keeps the entire 
petrol supply system clean and in optimal condition.

Petrol Treatment           80002

Cleans the entire fuel supply system and keeps it in optimal 
condition.

Petrol DETOX Pro           80003

All-in-one, extremely concentrated and effective problem solver 
for all deposit related problems in petrol engines. Cleans entire fuel 
system and boosts octane number.

Hybrid Protect & Clean                  80130

Actively cleans and prevents deposits on injectors and in the fuel 
supply and combustion system of hybrid vehicles. Prevents fuel 
aging and reduces friction caused by frequent start-stops.

GDI Petrol System Cleaner           80136

Developed for GDI Petrol engines, cleans injectors, combustion 
chamber and entire petrol supply system and helps keeping it 
clean.

GPF Cleaner Premium                  80012

High grade effective cleaner for Gasoline Particulate Filters. 
Optimizes combustion and keeps the GPF clean and in optimal 
condition.

Valve Cleaner                  80004

Cleans valves, valve seats, combustion chamber and carburetors 
in PFI engines or engines with a carburetor.

Octane Booster            80005

Increases the octane number of petrol improving engine power 
and performance and preventing engine knock.

Fuel Stabilizer            80006

Protects, preserves and stabilizes petrol and diesel fuel during 
prolonged periods of (winter) storage. Enables easy-starting.

Lead Replacement           80007

Instantly protects valves and valve seats against wear and Valve 
Seat Recession (VSR) in cars requiring leaded fuel.

Dry Fuel (water remover)          80008

Absorbs water from petrol and diesel fuel (tanks). Prevents fuel 
system corrosion and reduces white smoke emission.

Catalyst Cleaner Premium (catalytic converter cleaner)    80010

Cleans the entire fuel system resulting in optimized and clean 
combustion preventing contamination of the catalyst.

ValveMaster Plus                80085

Protects against Valve Seat Recession (VSR), boosts octane 
number improving engine performance and eliminating engine 
knock. Especially suitable for classic cars.

LPG Valve Saver 3-in-1                80009

Protects valves and valve seats of cars running on LPG fuel. Cleans 
valves and combustion chamber and stabilizes petrol in the fuel 
tank while driving LPG.

Valve Saver & Protector (LPG) (for dosing systems)  80054

Continually protects, cleans and lubricates valves and valve seats 
of cars running on LPG / CNG fuel. Prevents premature wear and 
Valve Seat Recession (VSR).

E10 Fuel Protector            80011

Combats the adverse effects of E10 fuels. Prevents corrosion, 
stabilizes the fuel, cleans the fuel system and keeps it in optimal 
condition when using E5 or E10 fuels.

E85 Fuel Protector                80086

Combats the adverse effects of E85 fuels. Prevents corrosion, 
lubricates and cleans the fuel system and keeps it in optimal 
condition when using E85 fuels.

EGR, Valve & Intake Cleaner               80530

Effectively cleans the EGR, (air) intake, throttle and intake valves 
and combustion chamber from power robbing deposits and 
lacquer-like compounds. Aerosol packaging.

Injection System Purge for Petrol               80013

Professional highly concentrated and effective cleaning fuel for 
direct cleaning of injectors and the combustion chamber. Requires 
hardware.
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4Passenger car Heavy dutyMotorcycleAvailable for

   TreatmentsDiesel system

Universal Fuel System Cleaner                     80137

A high grade fuel system cleaner, fuel stabilizer, corrosion inhibitor 
and friction modifier for both petrol and diesel!

Diesel Injector Cleaner          80014

Cleans injectors and keeps the entire diesel supply system and 
combustion chamber in optimal condition. Improves combustion 
and boosts cetane number.

Diesel Treatment          80015

Cleans the entire fuel supply system and keeps it in optimal 
condition. Restores engine power and performance.

Diesel DETOX Pro          80016

All-in-one extremely concentrated and effective problem solver 
for all deposit related problems in diesel engines. Cleans injectors, 
combustion chamber, turbo and DPF. Lubricates the fuel pump. 
Boosts cetane number.

DPF Cleaner & Regenerator              80022

Effective iron-based fuel additive that ensures complete and rapid 
diesel particulate filter regeneration. Keeps the DPF clean and 
resolves minor DPF problems.

DPF Cleaner & Regenerator Premium       80092

High grade very effective cerium-based fuel additive that ensures 
complete and rapid diesel particulate filter regeneration. Optimizes 
combustion, keeps the DPF clean and resolves DPF problems.

DPF Cleaner (aerosol)               80529

Cost and time effective DPF cleaner in spray can, resolving light to 
medium soot related issues in the DPF system. Prevents engine 
stalling or power loss and reduces soot emission.

DPF Cleaning Kit PRO           80024

Professional two-step cleaning method for a clogged DPF. Consists 
of a very effective cleaning and flushing fluid. Resolves most DPF 
related problems. Prevents engine stalling or power loss and 
reduces soot emission. Requires hardware.

DPF Soak & Flush         80088

Highly effective cleaner for a clogged DPF. Gently but thoroughly 
dissolves and removes soot and debris from the dismantled DPF, 
preventing costly replacement.

DPF Refill Fluid GEN3 (for dosing systems, blue ring)      80056

DPF Refill Fluid GEN3 is a competitive alternative for 3rd generation 
soot filter fluids (Powerflex®) used in onboard DPF / FAP fluid 
dosing systems.

DPF Refill Fluid Universal (for dosing systems)                   80057

DPF Refill Fluid Universal is an alternative for 2nd and 3rd 
generation soot filter fluids (green or blue ring) used in onboard 
DPF / FAP fluid dosing systems.

AdBlue Additive          80059 
Additive to prevent crystallization in AdBlue systems and injectors.

Dry Fuel (water remover)                     80008

Absorbs water from the fuel (tank). Prevents fuel system corrosion 
and reduces white smoke emission.

Diesel Stop Smoke         80017

Reduces (black) smoke and emission of hazardous exhaust gases.

Cetane Booster                80019

Increases the cetane number of diesel fuel up to 5 points, improving 
combustion, fuel economy and engine power.

Diesel Antifreeze (cold flow improver)       80020

Makes diesel fuel winter-safe by preventing diesel from gelling or 
freezing in low temperature conditions.

Fuel Stabilizer         80006

Protects, preserves and stabilizes petrol and diesel fuel during 
prolonged periods of (winter) storage. Enables easy-starting.

Diesel Anti-Bacteria         80021

Cleans up and prevents microbial growth in fuel (storage) tanks 
and fuel distribution systems of diesel engines.

Diesel Anti-Bacteria + Cetane Booster      80058

Cleans up and prevents microbial growth in fuel (storage) tanks 
and fuel distribution systems of diesel engines. Boosts cetane 
number improving fuel quality and facilitating easy starting.

Diesel Air Revive Kit PRO             80028

Professional, highly effective two-step method for cleaning typical 
contamination and deposits found in the air intake, intake valves, 
combustion chamber, EGR and turbo variable vanes. Requires 
hardware.

Diesel Flush               80029

A fast, efficient and concentrated cleaner for removing deposits 
on injectors, valves and in combustion chambers. For direct use 
in diesel fuel filters.

Injection System Purge for Diesel            80025

Professional, highly concentrated and effective cleaning fuel for 
direct cleaning of injectors and the combustion chamber. Requires 
hardware.

EGR, Valve & Intake Cleaner             80530

Effectively cleans the EGR, (air) intake, throttle and intake valves 
and combustion chamber from power robbing deposits and 
lacquer-like compounds.
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5Passenger car Heavy dutyMotorcycleAvailable for

TreatmentsOil system

BORTEC Friction Fighter         80030

New generation boron based oil additive significantly reducing 
friction, wear and engine noise. Prevents and delays oil-ageing. 
Reduces fuel and oil consumption. Restores engine power. Does 
not contain any solids.

Ceramic Engine Protector         80031

Ceramic based oil additive significantly reducing friction, wear 
and engine noise. Reduces fuel and oil consumption and restores 
engine power.

Ceramic Ester Pro               80032

Ceramic and ester based oil additive significantly reducing friction, 
wear and engine noise. Reduces fuel and oil consumption and 
restores engine power.

Motor Oil Treatment                             80035

Boosts the engine oil viscosity and strengthens the oil film, 
preventing metal to metal contact and wear.

Motor Oil Treatment + MoS2        80033

Molybdenum based oil additive significantly reducing friction, wear 
and engine noise. Reduces fuel and oil consumption and restores 
engine power. Black colour.

Motor Oil Treatment + Teflon              80034

PTFE (Teflon) based oil additive significantly reducing friction, wear 
and engine noise. Reduces fuel and oil consumption and restores 
engine power. Beige colour.

Engine Flush                      80036

Flushes and cleans the oil system from sludge, gum, rust and 
varnish prior to an oil change. Enables new oil to perform optimally.

Hydraulic Valve Lifter Treatment              80042

Cleans, releases and lubricates sticking valve stems and hydraulic 
valve lifers.

Engine Oil Stop Leak                     80037

Effectively stops and prevents motor oil leakages through seals 
and eliminates the need for expensive repairs.

Engine Oil Stop Leak + Stop Smoke              80060

Stops (blue) smoke emission caused by excessive oil burning, 
boosts viscosity index of the engine oil and stops motor oil leakage, 
eliminating the need for expensive repairs.

Universal Oil Stop Leak                     80038

Stops and prevents oil leakages through seals in engines, manual 
and automatic gear boxes, power steering, and hydraulic systems.

Oil Stop Smoke + Viscosity Booster              80041

Stops (blue) smoke emission caused by excessive oil burning and 
boosts viscosity index of the engine oil.

Engine Oil Booster         80039

Boosts engine oil performance, prolonging engine oil life. Reduces 
friction and wear and improves viscosity restoring compression.

Engine Oil Booster PLUS        80040

Boosts engine oil performance, reduces friction, wear and blue 
smoke. Neutralizes harmful acids and increases oil viscosity, 
restoring compression and prolonging engine oil life.

Motorcycle Friction Fighter         80043

New generation oil additive specially developed for wet-clutch 
motorcycles. Reduces friction and wear without affecting the 
friction coefficient in the clutch area. Improves engine performance 
and fuel economy and reduces engine noise.

Gear Oil Treatment        80044

Improves gear changing and reduces wear and (gear) noise in 
manual gear boxes.

Gear Oil Treatment + Teflon        80045

PTFE (Teflon) based gear oil additive improving gear changing and 
significantly reducing wear and (gear) noise in manual gear boxes.

Gear Oil Stop Leak                     80046

Stops and prevents gear oil leakage through seals and eliminates 
the need for expensive repairs in manual gear boxes.

ATF Conditioner & Stop Leak              80048

Improves and eases automatic shifting and reduces shudder. Stops 
and prevents ATF leakage through seals and eliminates the need 
for expensive repairs.

ATF Flush                80049

Flushes and cleans the ATF oil system from varnish and deposits 
prior to an oil change. Enables new oil to perform optimally.

Power Steering Stop Leak        80076

Stops and prevents power steering fluid leakage through seals and 
eliminates the need for expensive repairs.

Hydraulic System Stop Leak                    80077

Stops and prevents hydraulic oil leakage through seals and 
eliminates the need for expensive repairs.

Turbo Oil + MoS2 Pre-lube              80089

Protects the turbo when the engine is started for the first time after 
turbo assembly. Helps prevent the premature wear of vulnerable 
internal parts.
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6Passenger car Heavy dutyMotorcycleAvailable for

TreatmentsCooling system

CoolantsCooling system

BrakesBrake system

Coolant Concentrate Basic        80134

A widely applicable budget engine coolant concentrate (anti-
freeze) based on monoethylene glycol. NAP free. Compatible with 
BS6580, AFNOR and many other specifications.

Coolant Concentrate G11          80131

A premium engine coolant concentrate (antifreeze) based on 
monoethylene glycol and hybrid organic additive technology. NAP 
free. Compatible with VW TL-774C (G11), BS6580, AFNOR and many 
other specifications.

Coolant Concentrate G12, G12+       80053

A premium widely applicable engine coolant concentrate 
(antifreeze) based on monoethylene glycol and organic additive 
technology. NAP, borate, silicate and mineral additive free. 
Compatible with VW TL-774 D & F (G12 / G12+), BS6580, AFNOR and 
many other specifications.

Coolant Concentrate G12++        80132

A premium engine coolant concentrate (antifreeze) based 
on monoethylene glycol and both organic & mineral (silicate) 
technology. NAP and borate free. Compatible with VW TL 774 G 
(G12++), BS6580, AFNOR and many other specifications.

Coolant Concentrate G13         80133

A premium engine coolant concentrate (antifreeze) based on 
monoethylene glycol, glycerine and both organic & mineral 
(silicate) technology. NAP and borate free. Compatible with VW TL 
774 J (G13).

Radiator Sealer & Conditioner                  80050

Permanently and reliably seals and prevents hair cracks and 
leakages in the radiator, the water pump, the cylinder head and the 
engine block.

Radiator Cleaner (Flush)                     80051

Effectively cleans and flushes sludge, rust, scale and other deposits 
from the cooling system. Improves the heat transfer and enables 
the new cooling fluid to perform optimally.

Cylinder Block Seal               80052

Quickly prevents and repairs hair cracks in the cylinder block 
that lead to water or coolant loss in the oil system or combustion 
chamber. Eliminates the need for expensive repair. No block 
dismantling required.

Brake Fluid DOT 3         80069

High performance brake and clutch fluid exceeding FMVSS Nr. 116 
DOT 3 and SAE J1703 specifications.

Brake Fluid DOT 4           80070

High performance brake and clutch fluid exceeding FMVSS Nr. 116 
DOT 4, SAE J1704 and ISO 4925 specifications.

Brake Fluid DOT 4 LV (Low Viscosity)       80072

High performance brake and clutch fluid exceeding FMVSS Nr. 116 
DOT 4, SAE J1704 and ISO 4925 class 6 specifications.

Brake Fluid DOT 4 Ecosafe        50015

High performance non-hazardous brake and clutch fluid  with low 

carbon footprint. Exceeding FMVSS Nr. 116 DOT 4, SAE J1704 and 
ISO 4925 specifications.

Brake Fluid DOT 5.1        80073

High performance brake and clutch fluid exceeding FMVSS Nr. 116 
DOT 5.1, SAE J1704 and ISO 4925 specifications. 

Ceramic Brake Paste                  80090

High temperature resistant ceramic grease for lubrication of 
braking systems, wheel nuts, exhaust manifolds, bolt and other 
fasteners subject to heat and corrosion. Prevents welding, seizing 
and corrosion and eliminates braking squeal.

Brake & Parts Cleaner                    80074

Highly effective, quick drying cleaner for brake parts, couplings, 
gear boxes, engine components, etc. Easily removes contaminants 
like oil, grease, salts, brake fluid and street grime.
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7Passenger car Heavy dutyMotorcycleAvailable for

MotorcyclesMotorcycles

Car care

Car care

Chain Spray Premium             80126

Chain lubricant based on oils, grease, PTFE, ceramic additives 
and solvents. The product has excellent adhesive and moisture 
displacing properties. The penetrating power is excellent and 
reduces wear and friction. High pressure resistant. 

Chain Spray                 80112

Chain Spray is a high-grade lubricant affording excellent chain 
protection from abrasion and drying out.

Motor Protection Lacquer             80555

A transparent flexible coating for protecting the engine and 
electrical components such as spark plugs, electric cables and 
headlights.

Fork Oil                80122

All kinds of motorcycle fork oils are available which are suitable for 
different motorcycle forks.

Helmet & Visor Cleaner                 80117

Strong foam cleaner for cleaning motorbike helmets inside and 
out.

Helmet & Boot Freshener                80116

Breaks down unwanted smells and bad odor in helmets, boots and 
gloves.

Air Filter Oil                80124

A very tacky, water resistant adhesive for keeping out dust and dirt 
in off road motorbikes. Prevents dirt from coming through the filter 
and contaminating the engine.

Also see other   -marked products in this overview.

Sun Guard      80558

Sun Guard protects plastics, rubber, vinyl and other surfaces 
against damaging UV rays. Restores colour and luster and 
maintains a fresh new look. Repels water and dust and prevents 
fading and cracking.

Summer Screenwash              80081

Highly concentrated effective windscreen cleaner. Removes dirt, 
water spots and insects and leaves a streak free finish.

Car Polish         80082

A complete and effective car paintwork reviver and finisher. 
Finishes and restores colour, gloss and shine on car paintwork. 
Different types available.

Wash & Wax                80083

Highly effective wash and wax-in-one. Refreshes paint colour and 
provides an intense shine. Different types available.

Wheel Cleaner Extreme (Colour Indicator)              80527

Highly effective acid-free cleaner for all types of steel and light alloy 
wheels. Easily removes dirt, brake dust, oil and rubber residue and 
other road dirt. Contains an innovative colour indicator to show 
cleaning progress.

Leather Conditioner         80547

Cleans and protects upholstery of leather and semi-leather. 
Protects against weather influences, reduces the adhesion of dirt 
and gives a glossy result. Free from solvents. Contains silicones.

Bumper & Plastic Renewal Kit              80548

A polish that restores the original black finish to sun-faded plastic 
materials such as car bumpers.

Cockpit Shine                 80549

A wide range of silicon, silicon-free and water based cockpit sprays 
for touching up dashboards and other plastic materials inside cars.

Spray Wax & Shine                80550

Spray wax polish to clean and protect long term. Perfectly suitable 
for a quick super shine treatment for cars, caravans, polyester 
boats, synthetic window frames, motorbikes, bicycles, garden 
furniture, chromium etc. Based on synthetic and natural waxes, 
oils, solvents and water.

Rain Off                       80567 
Rain Off makes car windshields, car windows, car mirrors and 
other glass surfaces water repellent. Improves visibility, safety 
and driving comfort in wet weather driving conditions. Prevents 
staining and water spots.

Underbody Coating       80080

Overpaintable stone chip coatings protecting the undercarriage and 
wheel housing of cars, trucks and vans from corrosion, abrasion, 
stones and gravel. Protects from various climates and salt and is 
sound-deadening. Different types available.

Tyre Shine Foam               80546

Silicon based tyre foam developed for cleaning and protecting 
tyres. Tyres revert to their original natural dark colour.

Car care
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8Passenger car Heavy dutyMotorcycleAvailable for

AirconditioningA/C Lubricants

AirconditioningA/C Treatments

AirconditioningA/C Cleaners

PAG Compressor Oil 46/100/150             80220

Polyalkylene Glycol (PAG) lubricant for A/C compressors. 
Compatible with R134A refrigerant and available in different 
viscosities. 

Universal PAG 46/68/150              80221

Premium grade, universal Polyalkylene Glycol lubricant for A/C 
compressors. Compatible with R134A and R1234yf refrigerant and 
available in different viscosities. 

POE Compressor Oil            80222

High grade polyolester oil for A/C compressors. Compatible with 
R134A refrigerant and available in different viscosities.

Hybrid + Electric Vehicle A/C Fluid         80223

Premium Grade polyolester oil, specially formulated for use in 
Hybrid and Electric vehicle A/C compressors. Compatible with 
R134A and R1234yf refrigerant.

A/C Stop Leak Premium              80230

Prevents and permanently stops seal or corrosion related leaks in 
the A/C system. 

A/C Stop Leak Premium Aerosol              80231

Prevents and permanently stops seal or corrosion related leaks 
in the A/C system. Easy application aerosol with special adapter.

A/C Booster               80232

Cleans and boosts the performance of the A/C system resulting in 
improved cabin cooling and faster demisting of windows. Reduces 
A/C maintenance cost.

A/C Leak Detection Dye            80234

Fluorescent additive to the A/C system to quickly locate leakage 
areas.

A/C Booster Aerosol              80233

Cleans and boosts the performance of the A/C system resulting in 
improved cabin cooling and faster demisting of windows. Reduces 
A/C maintenance cost. Easy application aerosol with special 
adapter.

A/C System Flush            80235

Powerful cleaner to remove old oil, contamination and moisture 
from the A/C system. Protects the system against corrosion and 
build-up of contaminants. Safe to use; does not contain solvents or 
other harmful components.

One Shot Freshener              80240

Spray to refresh the air conditioning and air circulation systems in 
vehicles. Deodorises and prevents unpleasant odours.

A/C Cleaner Natural               80241

High quality air conditioning cleaner effectively cleaning automotive 
and domestic A/C systems, removing bad smalls and unpleasant 
odours. 

A/C Cleaner Foaming            80242

High quality foaming air conditioning cleaner effectively cleaning 
automotive and domestic A/C systems, removing bad smells and 
unpleasant odours
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9Passenger car Heavy dutyMotorcycleAvailable for

AerosolsLubrication

AerosolsProtection

Adhesive Clear Grease     80501

Excellent adhesive yet penetrating, high-pressure resistant, 
moisture displacing universal spray grease to lubricate parts 
subject to pressure, speed, impact and vibration or where a strong, 
lasting and protective lubricant film is required.

Multi Spray      80502

Multi-functional oil to clean, protect and lubricate. Displays excellent 
water displacing, anti-corrosive and penetrating characteristics, 
loosening rusty bolts, nuts, screws, locks and hinges. Also protects 
electrical cables and parts. Prevents rust formation. To be used 
in workshops, on cars, caravans, motorcycles, bicycles, home 
applications, hobby material and tools. 

Multi Spray Extreme     80503

Multi-functional oil to clean, protect and lubricate. Due to its special 
oil base, which is heavier than water, it shows extreme water 
displacing and anti-corrosive characteristics. Protects and loosens 
electrical  cables and parts. Provides long term rust formation 
prevention.

Penetrating Oil + MoS2     80504

Black penetrating oil based on slowly evaporating solvents, mineral 
oils, corrosion inhibitors and molybdenum disulfide.

Penetrating Oil + Graphite    80505

Black coloured penetrating oil based on slowly evaporating 
solvents, mineral oils, corrosion inhibitors and graphite.

Shock Freeze Penetrating Oil    80506

Penetrating oil with strong cooling effect (cooling to -40°C). The 
cooling shock creates micro-fine cracks in the joint which, together 
with the penetrating oil, accelerates loosening.

White Grease + PTFE     80507

A white calcium complex based grease with PTFE for superior 
long term water and heat resistant lubrication of bearings, axles, 
chains, hinges and all moving parts. Non-dripping.

Dry-film Lubricant + PTFE    80508

Oil and silicon-free PTFE based lubricant leaving a non-tacky, 
dry lubricating coating. Prevents accumulation of dust and dirt 
providing high lubricity and excellent non-stick properties. 
Lubricates leather, plastics and elastomers for use in drive belts, 
gaskets, gears, bearings and sleeves, chain drives, sliding doors, 
window runners and sunroof guides.

Dry-film Lubricant + MoS2    80509

Oil and silicon-free MoS2 based lubricant leaving a non-tacky, 
dry lubricating coating. Provides excellent long term adhesion, 
high lubricity and extreme pressure properties to lubricate gears, 
spliced shafts, pivot pins, cams, pistons, screw jacks, toggle joints, 
journal bearings, coin mechanisms and hinges.

Silicone Spray       80510

Silicone based water repellent lubricant for a wide range of 
applications such as protecting and lubricating locks, hinges 
and other office or household appliances. Also suitable for the 
maintenance and lubrication of rubber and plastic parts.

Battery Pole Protector      80511

A coloured grease for covering battery poles, battery latches, 
connections, etc. Protects against corrosion, weather influences, 
battery acids and voltage reduction.

Engine Protector      80512

A transparent flexible coating for protecting the engine and 
electrical components such as spark plugs, electric cables and 
headlights.

Belt Spray       80513

A highly tacky belt coating for reducing slippage and eliminating 
irritating belt squeal. Belt spray can be used on all types of flat, vee 
belts and conveyor belts.

Plastic & Rubber Conditioner     80514

User-friendly conditioner for exterior parts of vehicles. Conditions 
rubber parts and restores gloss and intensifies the colour of plastic 
parts. Gives a lasting gloss and removes residue of polishes. 
Prevents freezing and drying out of rubber parts and protects 
against weather influences. Contains silicones and is pH-neutral.

Rain-Off       80515

High quality water repellent spray for windscreens, mirrors and 
visors. Reduces the adhesion of dirt and makes rain flow off your 
windscreen easily. Contains silicones.
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10Passenger car Heavy dutyMotorcycleAvailable for

AerosolsCleaning

Brake & Parts Cleaner     80074

Powerful solvent cleaner with strong jet-spray for use on brake 
discs, drums, pads, cylinders, calipers and other metal parts.

Rapid Cleaner       80518

Universal product for cleaning metal parts from oils, greases, 
(brake) dust and other dirt. 

Carburetor & Fuel System Cleaner    80519

A powerful cleaner for cleaning fuel system components. Efficiently 
removes contaminations such as carbon and grease deposits, 
resin, gum, oxidation and other dirt on parts such as valves, 
actuators, EGR valves, injectors, idling motors, throttle valves, air 
mass meters etc.

Electronic Cleaner      80521

A very effective cleaner for all electrical and electronic components 
such as micro-switches, connecting sockets, radio appliances, tape 
decks and other electronic devices. The product quickly dissolves 
deposits of resin, dirt, dust, etc.

Engine Cleaner      80522

Effective engine cleaner quickly dissolving oil, grime and dirt. Can 
be rinsed off with water and can be used to clean the outside of any 
vehicle engine and parts.

Anti-fog Glass Cleaner     80523

Foaming glass cleaner that leaves a non-visible film layer with 
anti-fog properties. For cleaning glass, windows, mirrors and tiles 
on which an anti-mist layer is required.

Plastic Cleaner       0524

Quick cleaning solution for removing dust, grease and other dirt 
from plastic parts. Non-aggressive.

Stainless Steel & Chrome Polish & Cleaner  80525

High quality water, oil and solvent based cleaner to clean matt and 
glossy stainless steel surfaces. Removes grease films, prevents 
finger marks, makes treated surfaces look new. NSF approved for 
use in the kitchen as well.

Upholstery & Textile Cleaner     80526

Water based foam cleaner for cleaning car upholstery, carpets and 
linings.

Wheel Cleaner      80536

A stable foaming product based on water, solvents and strong 
surfactants. Developed to dissolve oil, grime and dirt from steel 
and light alloy wheel rims. The slowly degrading foam ensures the 
contamination is soaked.

Wheel Cleaner Extreme (Colour Indicator)  80527

A stable acid-free wheel rim cleaner based on water, solvents 
and strong surfactants. Developed to dissolve oil, grime and dirt 
from wheel rims. Contains a very innovative colour indicator that 
indicates when the product is ready to be flushed off.

DPF / FAP Cleaner     80529

A very effective cleaner for loosening carbon and ash deposit in 
DPF / FAP systems without the need for disassembly. Restores 
power and performance, prolongs DPF / FAP life and facilitates 
easy filter regeneration.

EGR, Valve & Intake Cleaner    80530

An extremely effective and versatile cleaner to clean typical 
contamination found in the air-intake, inlet valves, EGR and turbo. 
Quickly and efficiently dissolves oils, resins, lacquer and carbon 
deposits.

Intake & Combustion Chamber Cleaner    80531

An extremely powerful cleaner to clean typical contamination found 
in the air intake and combustion chamber. Quickly and efficiently 
dissolves oils, resins, lacquer and carbon deposits.

Contact Cleaner (Non-Conductive)    80532

A unique cleaner for removing oil, dirt and moisture from the 
surface of contact points of small electrical equipment, controls, 
ignition systems, motors, relays and thermostats. Penetrates, 
lubricates, cleans and protects. Non-conductive.

Battery Cleaner      80533

Strong alkaline foam cleaner to neutralize acid residues on car 
batteries. To ensure complete cleaning and protection, the foam 
will turn pink in the presence of acid. After battery-acid has been 
neutralized, the foam will return to its normal light yellow colour.

Glass-Window-Screen Cleaner     80534

Foaming glass cleaner based on water, solvents and surfactants to 
remove dirt, greasy finger marks and to give a sparkling finish to all 
windows and mirrors. Dries without streaks.

Universal Foam Cleaner     80535

Foam cleaner based on water, solvents and surfactants with a wide 
spectrum of applications and excellent cleaning action. Suitable for 
cleaning furniture, upholstery car parts inside and out. Also well 
suited for universal cleaning use at home and in office applications.
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AerosolsTools

AerosolsAssembly

Tyre Repair 2-in-1     80537

Seals punctures and inflates tyres without removing the wheel. 
Seals punctures up to 5 mm. Inflates the tyre up to a pressure at 
which one can continue to drive.

Starting Fluid Spray    80538

Ensures quick, reliable engine starts in cold and moist 
circumstances. Makes the battery last longer and prevents 
premature wear of the starter.

Insect Remover      80539

A quick water based cleaner for removing insects from car parts.

Tar & Resin Remover     80540

Solvent mixture specially formulated to remove bitumen, oil, 
grease and dirt from car parts and machinery.

Gas Leak Detector      80541

A water based foam for finding leaks in gas and air systems. Leak 
finder is non-flammable, non-poisonous, non-corrosive and DVGW 
certified DIN EN 14291.

De-Icer Spray      80542

Removes ice and frost quickly and easily from windshields and 
mirrors. Prevents re-icing. Glare free.

Sticker & Glue Remover     80543

A mild solvent mixture for softening and removing the various 
sorts of glue residues used in the modern automobile industry. The 
product does not harm lacquer or plastic materials.

Paint & Gasket Remover    80544

High strength gasket remover that dissolves and removes paint 
and gasket residues. Develops a foam-like layer on the surface, 
which prevents it from dripping. Strips paints, lacquers, varnishes, 
gasket residues and carbon deposits.

Drill & Cutting Oil     80545

Adhesive foaming oil that reduces wear and friction and increases 
the lifespan of metal drills and cutting knifes. Shows excellent EP/
AW, oxidation and corrosion protective properties.

Ceramic Grease (White)     80551

High quality white ceramic grease.  Lubricates and prevents 
corrosion in a wide operating temperature range from -20°C to 
+1200°C. To be used when coloured or metal containing greases 
cannot be used.

Copper Spray      80552

High quality copper grease. Lubricates and prevents corrosion 
and rust in high pressure, extreme temperature and corrosive 
conditions. Wide operating temperature range from -40°C to 
+1100°C.  Excellent conducting properties.

Ceramic Grease (Grey) - Anti-Squeal   80553

High quality ceramic grease.  Lubricates and prevents corrosion 
and rust in high pressure, extreme temperature and corrosive 
conditions. Ideal for lubrication of ABS braking systems (prevents 
brakesqueal) and/or when metal containing lubricants are not 
preferred.
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OutdoorOutdoor

MiscellaneousMiscellaneous

Screenwash Antifreeze (de-icer)             80062

Prevents screenwash from freezing. Quickly de-ices and cleans 
windows. Streak free.

Diesel Antifreeze (cold flow improver)      80020

Makes diesel fuel winter-safe by preventing diesel from gelling or 
freezing in low temperature conditions.

Doorlock De-Icer             80064

Easy to use spray to defrost car locks rapidly.

Heating Oil Additive     80067

Increases quality and storability of heating oil. Stabilizes fuel 
quality, improves combustion and reduces corrosion and oxidation. 
A special re-odorant helps to cover the typical smell of heating oil.

Heating Oil Additive Premium    80068

Extra concentrated additive which increases quality and storability 
of heating oil and agricultural diesel fuel. Stabilizes fuel quality, 
improves combustion and reduces corrosion and oxidation. A 
special re-odorant helps to cover the typical smell of heating oil.

Sun Guard                        80558 
Protects plastics, rubber, vinyl and other surfaces against damaging 
UV rays. Restores colour and luster and maintains a fresh new 
look. Repels water and dust and prevents fading and cracking.

Rubber Maintenance Spray    80065

Protects and conditions rubber, plastics and leather. Prevents 
sticking and protects rubber seals on doors and trunk lids.

Rubber Maintenance Stick    80066

Protects and conditions (door)rubbers and keeps them pliable. 
Prevents rubbers from freezing. In easy-to-use lipstick-like 
applicator.

Rain Off       80567

Makes car windshields, car windows, car mirrors and other glass 
surfaces water repellent. Improves visibility, safety and driving 
comfort in wet weather driving conditions. Prevents staining and 
water spots.

Fabric Protector      80559

A highly effective water- and stain repellent for impregnating 
outdoor textiles of all fibre types. Improves protection against 
water, dirt and stains. Water-based and free of perfluorinated 
compounds.

HT Silicone Gasket Sealant            80079

High temperature non-flowing, non-corrosive, durable, heat 
resistant silicone sealant suitable for bonding and assembling 
metal or plastic components in occasional or prolonged contact 
with lubricants. Different types available.

Tyre Mounting Lube (white)             80084

High quality tyre mounting paste enabling easy mounting and 
disassembly of tyres. Prevents tyre movements on rim.

Hand Cleaner Fresh Lemon    80087

Extremely powerful hand cleaner for the removal of heavy 
industrial oils.
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